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Arrnguli
Watiyawanu Kuula
Limanya anta Inyunya kutjarra ngaranyi watiya 
arrngulingka.
Nganana puutjingka ngaranyi anta nganana 
arrnguli mantjinangi.      Christine
Ngayulu nyangu arrnguli mantjintjala wiima 
tjutangku.   Dyson
Tilatjalu, Tjakupalu anta Tjakamarralu kanyini
mirritjina watiya arrnguli.     Davin
Tjilinalu, Itjalu anta Tjakupalu antanu watiya 
arrnguli.       Selma
Wiima tjutangku arrnguli parrka tjuta tjunangi 
mutukayingka.     Oliver
Limalu palyani arrnguli wiima tjutangku 
tjikintjaku. Paluru palyanu wiima tjutangku 
nyakula nintirrinytjaku.                                                      
                                                                                                                                Jacob
Limalu arrnguli mantjinangi Impimpila  
palyalkitjaku.
                                     Tjakamarra
Tjakapula anta Tjakamarralu kuntani watiya 
arrnguli.
                            Stellastina
Nyilimpilu palyani arrnguli wiima kutjarrangku 
nyanganyingka puutji mirritjina.
Nyilimpilu arrnguli pangki kuntara tjunanyi 
pilikanangka.
Rayimanalu tjunanyi wayatjarra warungka. Limalu 
anta Nyilimpilu Rayimanya nintini.    Deliza
Limalu tjunu arrnguli tjuta pilikanangka 
kampanytjaku warungka. Limalu nganananya 
nintinu arrnguli palyantjaku anta tjikintjaku.   Jacob
Nyilimpilu arrnguli pangki tjuta tjunu yunngu 
pilikanangka kampanytjaku warungka. Palulanguru 
pangki palunya tjatjakarringu.
Nyilimpilu arrnguli tjutinu panikinangka wiima 
tjutangku tjikintjaku.
Nyilimpilu tjikini arrnguli panikinangka.
Tjikira yanangu yunngu palyarringkupayi.
Limalu arrnguli palyara tjikinu.
Tjakamarralu anta Ngankurrupalu  tjikini 
arrnguli panikinangka. Nganana arrkanu 
palyalingku anta arrnguli nganana tjikira wiyanu.
                                                                     Davin           
Plumbush
1. Tony and Harold are standing with plumbush.
2. We are in the bushto collect plumbush.
3. I saw the children collecting plumbush.
4. Deliza, Jacob and Tjakamarra are holding plumbush medicine plant.
5. Selina, Megan and Jacob broke off some plumbush.
6. All the children are putting all the plumbush leaves on top of the car.
7. Tony is preparing plumbush for all the children to drink. He made it for the children to see 
and learn.
8. Tony is getting plumbush at Impimpi.
9. Jacob and Tjakamarra are cutting the plumbush plant.
10. Violet is making plumbush medicine with two children watching.
11. Having cut the plumbush bark, Violet is putting it in a billycan.
12. Raymond is putting it (the billycan) on the wire grill on the fire. Tony and Violet are teach-
ing Raymond.
13. Tony put all the plumbush (pieces) in a billycan to heat on the fire. Tony taught us how to 
make and drink plumbush (medicine).
14. Violet put all the plumbush bark (as well as the wood) in a billycan to heat on the fire. The 
bark made it (the medicine) darker.
15. Violet poured the plumbush (medicine) into cups for the children to drink.
16. Violet is drinking plumbush in a cup. Drinking (this medicine) makes people feel good inside.
17. Tony made plumbush (medicine) and drank it.
18. Tjakamarra and Moses are drinking plumbush (medicine) in cups. We tasted plumbush (med-
icine) and it was really good. Having drunk the plumbush, we were finished (on the bush trip).
NOTE: Arrnguli berries are commonly eaten around most remote Aboriginal communities. However, as far as I am aware, knowledge 
about this arrnguli drinking medicine is no longer commonly made or drunk. 
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